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ABSTRÀCT

The problem of asymptotic d,iffraction of waves by a
perfectly conducting wedge, with and without dielectric
loading, is treated. in this thesis. The dielectric loading

is in the form of a slab on the illuminated, sid.e of the

wedge. The thickness of the slab is assumed smarl relative
to the waverength and. its relative permittivity is assumed

not much larger than unity. The solutions for the field are

expressed in integral form and consist of geometrical optics
terms and diffraction integrals. The saddle point method of
integra+-icn is useC to obÈain asymptotic expressions for the

diffraction integrals involved, in terms of Fresnelrs

integral. The accuracy of the asymptotic solution for the

unloaded case is established by favorable comparj-son with
previous results derived by Pau1i, Oberhettinger and

Hutchinsr âs well as with available exact solutions. The

validity of the results for the loaded wedge is verified
by good ag'reement with experiment, for the case of a dipole-
fed strip loaded with a dielectric s1ab. Apart from the

significant, effect of the dielectric slab on the radiation
characteristics of the strip, the analysis shows how the

edge rays influence the optirnum thickness of the slab for
given strip width, location of the source and relative
permittivity.
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CHAPTER 1

TNTRODUCTION

The exact solutions for a large number of diffraction

problems have not been derived due to the lack of appropriate

mathematical tools. rn such cases, experimental, numerical

or approximate analytical techniques have been commonly used

with varying degrees of success.

A promising method at high frequencies is the ray

optical technique or the geometrical theory of diffraction

proposed by J. B" Keller [1-3]. The ordinary geornetrical

optics ¡nethod is the oldest theory of light propagation.

It assumes that light propagates along rays according to

Fermat's princíplerwhich postulates that the rays between

two points are those curves along which the optical path

length is stationary with respect to infinitesimal varia-

tions in path 14, p. 3401. However, geometrical optics

fails to account for the existence of the field in the

shadow regions, e.g. in the dark regions of illuminated

opaque bodies. The geometrical Èheory of diffraction takes

into account these fÍelds by postulating that, in addition

to the more classical incident, reflected and refracted.rays

of geometrical optics, there is a new class of rays called

the diffracted rays. These rays are excited when an incident,
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ray strikes an edge, vertex or corner on the scatterer, or

when it impinges tangentÍally on a smoothly curved boundary.

Diffracted rays may also arise when total reflect.ion is

possible (lateral rays) or when a region of space is

penetrated only by evanescent fields (evanescent rays) t5l.

The computat,ion of the total field at any observation point

is conveniently performed by Èhe use of the ray optical

method once the ray diagram is tracedrand only the sum

contribution of the rays passing through the observation

point needs to be taken into account.

The direction of propagation of the diffracted rays

is determined by the generalized Fermatrs principle t3l.

KelLerts modification of Fermatrs principle for edge

diffraction states that an edge diffracted ra1' from a point

P to a point Q is a curve which has stationary opti.cal

length among aII curves from P to Q with one point on the

edge. The phase of the field on a diffracted. ray is assumed

to be proportional to the path length of the ray relative to

a reference point where the phase is known. Ttre amplitude

of the field is assumed to change according to tfre principle

of conservation of energy. The strength of the field' depends

on the incident, field as well as the surface properties, such

as curvature and type of material, in the neighborhood of the

point of diffraction. The initial value of the field on a

diffracted ray is obtained by muttiplying the field on the

incident, ray by'a diffraction coefficient.. In the case of vector
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fields the diffraction coefficient is a matríx which takes

into account the d.irection and polarization of the fie1d.

Since only the local surface properties near the diffracting

point are i:nportant, the diffraction coefficients may be

dete:=nined from the asymptotic solution of the simplest

boundary value problem having the same locaL properties,

such as the wedge for edge diffraction t3l and the circular

cylinder and. sphere for diffraction by a convex surface t 6l .

Such boundary value problems are called characteristic or

canonical problems.

The diffraction of waves by a wedge is fundamental

to the application of the ray optical method to antennas or

scattering bod.ies which have multiple ed,ges. Thus, the

wed.ge geornetry has been enccunt,e:red in prcblens i-n*"'cJ-vi-ng

apertures [7-10], antennas [11-19] r waveguide structures

t20-311 as well as many d.iffracting bodies 132-42J. In

particular, the leading term of the asymptotic expansion

of the exact solution for the diffracted field due to plane

hrave incidence on a perfectly conducting wedge I43l adequate-

Iy describes the diffracted, fíeld at points well removed

from the edge and transition bound.aries (i.e. shadow and

reflection boundaries). Since this term may be interpreted

as a ray fie1d, the approximate solution for bodies with

multiple edges may be conveniently obtained, once the ray

diagram is constructed, by taking into account the rays

passing through the observation point.

- _' _ :jl4-1'.-,'-r.'.'
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In general, the basic advantages of the geomebrical

theory of diffraction are its conceptual simplicity and its

ability to provide physical insight into the mechanisms of

diffraction. Although the ray approach, based on this

theory, is an asymptotic high frequency technique, it often

gives accurate results when the characteristic dimension of

the scatterer is of the order of the wavelength [3, 8, 26].

It should be noted, however, that certain computa-

tional difficulties arise in applying the ray method as

originally proposed by Keller. One such difficulty is the

accuracy of the field in the vicinity of transition

boundaries where the usual ray edge diffraction coefficient

t3l fails to provide satisfactory results. The reason for

this is Èhat the asymptotic eval-uaticn used to cbtain the

diffraction coefficíent fails in these transition regions

[13]. Thus, the use of the usual plane $/ave edge diffraction

coefficient led to strong disagreement with experj:nent in

some applications t151. Several investigations have been

carried out in recent years to overcome this d.ifficulty.
Buchal and Keller L44J used a boundary layer method to d.eal

with transition regiions. However, this method divides space

into various regions and yields separate expansions in each,

which requires somewhat elaborate computations. Ah1uwalia

et aL. L45l proposed a single uniform asymptotic expansion

for the half-p1ane case, which uses a special function

closely related to the Fresnel integrals. Yu and Rudduck
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l34l apPlied Paulirs asymptotic solution [43J to the plane

wave diffraction by a conducting strip. Yee et aL. ï261 used

a Fresnel integral formula for the diffraction coefficient

to provide a continuous transition of the diffracted field

through the reflection boundary of an open-ended waveguide.

Lewin 1,461 treated the problem of diffraction of H-polarized

cylindrícal waves by a wedge, with emphasis on the asymptotic

expressions in transition regions, and successfully applied^

the solution to study the propagation in an overmoded right-

angle corner t291.

A second diffículty arises in certain bodies where

interacting edges are separated by relatively short d.istances

in comparison to the wavelength. Such problems require

modification of the Ciffraction coefficient,s to make th,e¡a

appropriate for Èhe wave-fronts at eacTr point in the

multiple diffraction process. Previous attempts to overcome

this diff iculty were reported. by many auttrors .[ 16 , 26 , 29 ,

34, 39, 46f. Hamid tf6l presented. amplitude and phase

correction factors in the diffraction coefficient by com-

parison with the exact solution. Morse t39l expressed the.

nonplanar edge wave in terms of linear combinations of plane

waves and their derivatives. Mohsen and Hamid [9, 35] showed

the significance of includ.ing higher order terms in ttre

diffraction coefficients for plane wave incidence on a sli.t,

circular aperture and a strip. The cylindrical, rather than

plane vrave, nature of edge diffracted fields was eraphasized
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by Kinber I13l and Rudduck [21]. Ufirirtsev t33l used an

asymptotic integral sorution, in terms of Fresnel integrals;
to evaluate the edge-edge interactions for a plane vrave

incident on a stríp. Paulits asymptotic solution for plane

vrave diffraction by a wedge [43] was successfulty applied

to horns t1sl and strips t3a¡

One of the main purposes of this th_esis is to
derive accurate and easily computable asymptotic expressions

for the diffracted fierd by a perfectly conducting wedge due

to plane, cylindrical, and spherical wave excitations which

are valid in transition regions as well as in the near field.
A third type of difficulty arises from the lack of

solutions of canonical problems for other wedge configurations,
particularly, the problem of the dielectric-Ioaded wedge.

This probrem is invest,igated in the present work for the case

of a thin uniform dielectric slab which covers the illuminated
side of the wedge and. has a low relative dielectric constant,
(i.e. not much larger than unity)
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Summary

Since asymptot,ic wedge diffraction is necessary for
the ray optical analysis of problems where edges are

encountered, tr.tro contributions are presented in this thesis

in order to improve the accuracy of the technique and to.

extend its applicability.

In Chapter 2, the problem of diffraction of plane,

cylindrical and spherical waves by a perfectly conducting

wedge is treated by a unífied approach. Thus, st,arting

from the series solution for cylindrical wave incidence and

using an integral expression for products of the modified

I eessel functions involved, the total field is represented as

I a geometrical optics term plus a diffraction integral.

Using a¡ì integral f orn for -uhe f ieid of a spiiericai wave,

the solution for the cylíndrical wave excitation is extended

i to the spherical wave case. The result for plane hrave

excitation is deduced from the cylindrical wave result by

: Iet,t,ing the observation point tend to infinity. The

saddle point method of integration is used to evaluate the

diffraction integrals asymptotically in t.erms of Fresnelrs

integral. The accuracy of the results is tested by

comparison with available exact, and approximate solutions.

In order to extend the applicability of the ray

optical technique to a dielectric-loaded wedge, the problem

of diffraction of plane waves by a perfectly conducting

wedge, having one side loaded with a thin dielectric slab
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whose relative permittivity is not much larger ihan unity,
is treated in chapter 3. An approximate boundary condition
at the d.ielectric surface is introduced and an integral
representation of the field is used to obtain an approximate

so1ution.Diffractionintegra1softhety.pefound'in

Chapter 2 are obtained and evaluated using the saddle point
technique. Using the reciprocity principle, the results
are extend.ed to cylindrical wave excitation in order to ' ,',,,,,

obtain the far fie1d. 
:1 ;':::: ;1;:

't,!.:,.t,.tt.t',

In Chapter 4 , the results of Chapter 3 are used to '' :';'

calculate the radiat,ion pattern of a dielectric-loaded
strip symmetrically-fed by a dipole. The validity of the

technique is tested by comparison with experiments for :

different loading parameters.

Finally, the results are discussed in Chapter 5

whire the conclusions and suggest.ions for future research

are presented in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 2

DIFFRACTION OF WAVES BY A CONDUCTING WEDGE

2.L Introduction

The problem of diffraction of time harmonic $/aves

by a perfectly conducting wedge has been the subject of

numerous theoretical studies. The usual types of incidenü

$¡aves considered in these studies are plane, cylindrical

or spherical. Ttre cylindrical wave is emitted by a line

source parallel to the edge, and the spherical wave is

emitted by a point source (in the acoustic case) or by a

Hertz dipole (in the elecÈromagnetic case) parallel to the

edge. Ttre plane r,,Tave excitation is the limiting case if

the source is taken to infinity.

Sommerfeld I47l developed the first rigorous solu-

tion for the diffraction of plane \{aves by a perfectly

conducting half-plane. He used the concept of Riemann

surfaces to deduce an integral solution of the problem in

terms of Fresnel's integral. The extension of the approach

to the three-dimensional case was accomplished by Sonmerfeld

in the case of potential theory t481. He also derived the

solut.ion for a wedge of angle (+) , where m and n are integers,

using a Riemann surface of m sheets [49]. Sommerfeld t50l

later extended the solution to arbitrary wedge angles.
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Carslaw I5Il extended Sommerfeldrs approach to cylin-
drical and spherical vtrave incidence as well as the three -
dimensional plane wave diffraction by a half-p1ane [52].
The solution of the problem of diffraction of plane, cylin-

drical and spherical $raves by a conducting wedge of ar-

bitrary angle is d.ue to Macdonald [53J who expanded the wave

functions as a series of Bessel and trigonometric functions.

Carslaw t54l rederived these results using contour integration.

Wiegrefe tSSl gave a mathematical analysis of the many-valued

solutions of the wave equation and derived anoÈher integral

solut,ion to the problem. Starting from the series solution

of the diffraction problem of cylindrical waves by a wedge

and using an integral representation for Bessel functions,

Macdonald t56J derived an integral solution similar to

lfiegrefers [55]. Another integral solution r+las presented

by Carslaw tSZ1. His results agree with those of Macdonald

t561. Several integral forms for the solution of spherical

wave diffract,ion were derived by Bromwich [58j, Hanson t59]

and Nomura [60, 61]. Following Bromwich's approach and

using a generalization of the method of images, Herglotz t62l

treated. the problem of diffraction of waves by a wedge.

Series as well as integral representations of the field for

this problem vrere also given by Tuzhilin t63l using an

integral approach.

Kontorovich and. Lebedev t6A¡ established the solution

of plane wave diffraction by a half-plane by means of an
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'.
integral transform technique. This technique $tas later used

by Jones ï4, pp. 608-6121 to treat, the problem of plane,

cylindrical and spherical wave diffraction by a wedge.

Garnir t65l used the Lebedev t,ransform to derive an integral : .. .

solution for cylindrical $rave excitation. The same approach ;:'t':: '; ';' 
:

was used by Oberhettinger 166, 671 who also obtained the

result,s for plane lrrave and spherical wave excitation. Felsen

t68l gave an analysis of the wedge diffraction problem in l l 
,

'.'.': 
..: '.

terms of spherical co-ordinates using Greenrs function 
;.,:;,,.;,:,,::,:,,

technique. Vüilliams t69l proposed a unified approach to the

solution of a class of problems involving wedge surfaces.

The solution was expressed as an integral superposition of

plane waves of complex frequency such that the problem

reduces tc the sol-ution of difference equations. He re-

derived Oberhettingerrs solution t66l for plane \¡/ave diffrac-

tion by a wed.ge. Using a similar approach, Faulkner t70l

derived. the solution for cytindrical and spherical wave

incid,ence as an integral superposition of cylindrical and ,..,,r,;;,.;,,',,
' ': .

spherical waves, respectively. The problem was then reduced ,,,,.,,

to Laplace's equation and the final solution was identical 
::rr::

to that of oberhettinger [66].

The two series solutions obtained by Macdonald t53l

and Tuzhilin t63l are rapidly convergent if either the source :,',"';,1,1',;r,,:;,,'r':,

, or field point is near the edge. The computational effort

increases considerably in the far field as has been indicat,ed

by !^Iait and Jackson t71l for plane v¡ave incid.ence. fn such
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cases the integral solutions are used in order to derive

asymptotic expressions for the field. The merít of the

integral representationr âs indicated by Harrington [72,

p. L251, is that since all elements in the integration do

not contribute equally, a good estimate for the integral

may be obtå,ined from the dominant contributions to the

integrand.

The asymptotic evaluat,ion of fields for the wedge

diffraction problem has been considered by many investiga-

tors. ,Jackson t73l expressed the far fieldt for plane wave

incidence, in terms of Fresnel's integral. Rieche 1,741 gave

an asymptotic formula for the right angle wedge for the

same excitation, while Vùiegrefe t55l dealt with a more

general wedge angle. Sommerfeld t50l ireated the latLer
problem but his expression fails to give the proper

behavior in the neighborhood of the boundaries of geo-

metrical optics. Hanson t59l gave an asyrnptotic expression

for the far fíe1d in terms of Fresnel's integral. In 1938,

Pau1i t43l gave the first satisfactory expansion of the

solution for plane wave incidence, applying a modification

of the method of steepest descents. While the leading term

of his expansion is a Fresnel integral, the higher-order

terms are confluent hypergeometric funcLions. This expan-

sion was studied further by Ott t75l and Clemmow 1761.

OberhetÈinger 1,77J applied Watson¡s Lemma to derive another

expression with the half-plane sotution (in terms of
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Fresnelrs integral) as the leading term. The higher order

terms were'expand.ed as a seriés in inverse powers of the

distance from the edge. The coefficients of this series

are trigonometric functions of the wedge angle. Oberhettinger

t78l showed that his expansion could also be derived by an

application of Van der Waerden's modified method of steepest,

descents 1707. Hutchins and Kouyoumjian t80l generalized

Paulifs expansion so that it could be applied to wedges of

exterior angle less than 1800

An aslzmptotic expression for spherical wave

excitation was obtained by !{hipple t9S1 in terms of Fresnel's

integral. Nomura t60l also derived an integral solution
for this excitation and used the saddle point method to

exÞress the f inal result in terms of Fresnel r s inf-egral -

The analogous case, in which the field. is due to a dipole

whose axis is parallel to the edge of the wedge, Ì¡¡as

treated, by Vüait t81l .

The asymptotic diffraction of cylindrical waves by

a wedge was treated by Rudduck t2U who employed the

principle of reciprocity together with the plane lvave

solution, Other expressions v¡ere suggested by Dybdal t82l

and by Tsai and Rudduck t8S¡ through the generalization of

known formulas for the half-plane case. Recent1y, Lewin

t46l treated the problem of d,iffraction of an H-polarized

cylindrical wave in a more direct manner wittr emphasis on

the shadow region.
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Asymptotic diffraction of waves by conducting wedges

was treated by Felsen and Marcuwitz I84l and by Tuzhilin 1631.

Far field diffraction expressions for plane and cylindrical

v¡aves were derived by Ufimtsev [85]. His method depends

on reducing the elliptÍc wave equation to a parabolic

equation and then obtaining an integral solution which can

be evaluated asymptotically.

As pointed out by Hutchins [86], the aslzmptotic

expressions of Paulí and Oberhettinger¡ for plane wave

excitation, are tlre most commonly used in the ray optical

solution of diffraction problems where edges are encountered.

Hutchins also discussed the inadequacies in these expansions,

such as the restriction that the exterior wedge angle be

greater than LgOo, and. the inaccuracir of the expansions in

certain cases.

The main objective of this chapt,er is to obtain

accurate asymptotic expressions for the field díffracted by

a perfectly conducting wedge due to plane as well as cylin-

drical and spherical wave excitation. The advantage of such

expressions is to extend the range of accuracy of ray optical

solutions of diffraction problems of complex bodies, consis-

tÍng of wedge-tike structures, from high to lower frequencies.

In particular, these expressions lead to near field edge-edge

interaction terms and field expansions along shadow boundaries

which are more reliable than those based on the usual dif-

fraction coefficient I3l.

ä:,i,
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Tn thi.s chapter the problem of diffraction of plane,

cylindrical and sptrerícal waves by a perfectly conducting

wedge is treated using a unified approach. Starting from

the wave equation, the series solution for the diffraction

of cylindrical waves by a perfectly conducting wedge is

obtained. By using an íntegral expression for the product

of Bessel functions, the solution is represented as the sum

of geometrical optics terms and diffractÍon integrals. The

corresponding results for plane $rave incidence are deduced

by letting the line source go to infinity. The solution for

spherical wave incidence is obtained from the cylindrical

Ì¡rrave case using an integral relation between the expressions

for the two types of excitations. The saddle point method

Ís then used to evaLuate asymptoticaJ-J-y the diffract,íon

integrals encountered.. The results are compared with

available exact and approximate solutions.
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2"2 Derivation of the Exact Solutions for CLf,inl{Iical,

"È;". 
tr"er

2.2.I Wlnar¿eat løoe næe¿ta

Consider a perfectly conduct,ing wedge of exterior

angle cl illuminated by a line source at (ror0o) as shown in

Fig. 2.I. Since the problem of diffraction is two-dimen-

sional, the scalar field Uc satisfies the Helmholtz equation

and corresponds to the magnitude of the electric fÍeld (E)

:

or magnetic field (H) , depend.ing on whether the incident

electric or magnetic vector is parallel to the edge, respec-

I tively. The analysis is presented in cylindrical co-ordinates

(rrþrz) where the z axis coincides with the edge of the wedge.

The "it'tt time dependence, where t¡l denotes the angular

frequency, is suppressed.

The scalar function Uc should satisfy t'he following

requirements:

(a) the wave equation

v2uc + k2uc

which is a result of Maxwell's equations. Here V2 is the

two-dimensional Laplacian operator, 6 is Diracrs function,

k2 = o2uoeo and ¡.ro and Eo denot.e the permeability and permit-

tivity of free spacer resPectively. The superscript c

denotes cytindrical wave excitation.
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P(r,.p)
\

I

\

\

\
hne source (q,E)

./

\

Schematic diagram
wedge with l1ne

<P=O

of a perfectly conducting
source excitation.

\

Fig. 2.L.
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-(b) the edge condition which is necessary for a

unique solution I87, 881.

(c) the rad.iation condition.
(d) Uc or ffi" r-tishes at ô - 0,o so as to satisfy

the Dirichlet ot t"lrrnann boundary condition, respectivery.
In order to use a unified approach for both boundäry

conditions, a solution u!(0) is obtained satisfying the

boundary conditions I65l*

u! to) : u[ (u) (2.2.2)

Ðu; (0)

-ÐT---
_ Ðu; (o)

(2.2.3)

(2.2;4)

o:o ðo lo:o

rn terms of the auxiliary solution u! (0) , it may be

shown that the solution for the Dirichret condition is**

ûc:uc*(ô) -uTo(2cr- o)

urhi]-e the solution for the Neumann condition is

uc = u:u(Ö) * uTo !2a - o) e.2.s)

Such formulation has the advantage that it can be

used in cases having the Dirichlet. condition on one side and

* The final solution is shown later Èo satisfy all the
boundary conditions in spite of the fact that Lhe boundaryconditions (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) have no physical interpretá-
tion.** Xquations (2 .2 . 4) and (2 .2 .5) f ollow f rom (2 .2 .2) and
(2.2. 3), respectively.
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the Neumann condition on the other. For example, when the

function Uc vanishes on the surface 0 - 0 and its derivative

vanishes for Ô = s,, the solution is

uc=u;o(+) *uToes- O) -u|o(2o+ O) -uTo(4s- O) (2.2.6)

Using separation of variables, the solution for the

two-dimensional lrave equation has the form T72, p. 2311

u;(O) = i "u 
(kr.) n.,1" (krr) {.u sin uQ + bu cos uO} (2.2.7) "'"'

where (
I r if r f ro

I 
r, if r ì ro

while U is a separatíon constant. Applying the boundary

conditions on ul (O) we obtain

OU = .U sin ¡rcr, * OU cos Ucr

and

a =a cosua-b sinueuuu
The non-trivial solution of these two equations for aU and bU

requires that the determinant of the coefficients be equal to

zeto. Thus

sin2 uo + (1 - cos uo)2 = Q
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or

COsU0=1

from which

2nr¡U=Ë;n=0r1r2t.o.

The negative values of n are excluded., since for a general

value of ct, U is non-integer and the Bessel function of non-

Ínteger negative order is singular for zero arguments, which

violates the edge condition IaA1.

The discontinuiÈy aÈ (rorôo) irnplies that

,Io k {au sin u0 + bu cos uÖ}

{,ru (r<ro) fi,Ít' (kre) iu tr.to) n,!" (kro) }

= a ] otO 0o) (2.2.s)

Using the Uronskian for Besse1 functions [89, p. 360]r

equation (2.2.8) is reduced to

,rËo {.u sin u0 + bu cos uÖ} = 2Tr 6(0 - 0o)

giving

2t¡ ì
"u=.r,Asinuoo I |' r r=o

bu=,r,{.o=uoo .| 
" 

[2 
L'2':"
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.L

lDhus,

c..- : 2n ¡ (cl
u;(0) = rrlo .r fr cos u(0 - 0o) Ju(kr.) H;" (krr)

Using (2.2.4) and (2.2.51 , the solution (uc) is given by

F 1r @ (,zl
uc = ä 

"Eo 
., Jv(kr.) *12) lkrr) {cos v(0 - 0o) T cos v(O + 0o) }

(2.2 .9)

where u = 4 and the upper and lower signs apply for the E
ct

and H polarizations, respectively.. This solutj-on satisfies

all the requirements, including the reciprocity condition

which implies that

rraU-(rrþ¡ror0o ) = U-(rorôoirr0)

Furthermore, since J,,(z) - + t*lu when u>>z [89, p. 365]t¡ ,m ¿v

the series converges rapidly and may be used for numerical

evaluation when either the source or observation point, is

located near the edge. To obtain an expression which con- 
:;:.

' verges rapidly for other casesr €rfi integral repïesentation ''!

of the solutíon is derived next ¡ ' t 
'''

From the series sol-ution, equation (2 .2.gi, different

integral representations of the field can be deduced by

I 
employing d.ifferent integral forms for the product of Bessel 

,1,,,,

functions. Thus, many such representations have been

obtained by many authorsr e.g. Oberhettinger Í,67J, Hutchins

[86] and Lewin t46l " The integral form for the product of
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.:" 't'tt 
'

Besser functions employed by oberhettinger ÍG7l is used in
the next analysis. It should be noted, ho$rever, that the

derivation of this form as well as the subsequent analysis

are different from Oberhettingerrs.

Letting y = jk and usinE the following relations .,' ,

between Besse1 and Macdonald, functions*f8g, p. 3Z5l

and

(21

i the equation for the field, for r ) ï0, is reduced to

uc = 3*,,Ë, .r, ru(yro) Ku(yr){cos v(O Qo) + cos v(0 + Oo)}

= sc(lo

which irnplies that

s" (o) = ?* ,ri, ,r, ru (yro) Ku (yr) cos v0 (2.2.L!,) " ",

::,.:,

Using the integral relation (A.6) for the product

Iu(Yro) Ku(Yr), sc(0) is then given by

*
The advantage of using lvlacdonald functions is that the

solution can be written in terms of integrals on the real
axis as the following development shows.

,ru(-jz) = "-juå rut")
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s"(e) = å*.Ëo En cos v0 {,fr cos vx Kolyo(x)ldx

sin un d- "-u* Ko [v(rz * tÍ + 2rro cosh *)àl dx]

(2.2.L21

where D2(x) = 12 + r3 2rr, cos x

Denot,ing the first and second summations in (2.2.12)

by S: and s! , respectivelyr v/ê have

(2.2.L3)

tT = t -n/nKolvD(x)l ,r!o en cos v0 cos vx dx

= u+ -n/n*oIyD(x)l ,i-* "jv(x-0) dx

since Ko [yD(x) I is an even function of x. Since a periodic

delta iunction -i ôix - (g + 2clN) l, where N is an integer,

can be expanded in a Fourier series in the form

-å ô [x - (e + 2oN) ] = ,* -ä "jT(x-o) ( 2.2.L4')

s: is thus given by [90, p. 742J

rT = 4 -+'KoIvD(x)l -å ô[x - (o + 2eN)] dx

= ?i N=N'
- 1r*!*rKolyD(o+2oN)1 H(n le+2oNl) (2.2.15)

Here, N, and N, are the lowest and highest integers sat,isfying

the relation n > 0 + 2oN ¿ ,Ítt and



(2.2.L6)

Substituting y = jk in (2.2.15), Si is then given by ,,';,,
::,::i.1.:

N
s| = .lt "J') tk o(0 + 2sN)l H(n - le * 2aNl) (2.2.L7). N,

which represents the geometrical optics term, i.e. the sum ';¡""

of the field on incident plus singly and multiply reflected 'l"''"'

rays.

By interchanging the order of summation and integra-
tion and evaluating the sum [91, p. 4Q7, the expression for
s: is siven by

sc = - ?i r-r<ol r(r2 + ro2 + 2rr o cosh x)àl-2 CtT i 
-'O¿ I L- -0 r

. = -vJ({rI o trr" sin vr cos v0 } dx

iæ^L'l't'il
= - J dAoly(rz + rl + zrr, cosh x)"I

...,,,..,,,

{rËo ,rr.-* lsin v(n-9) + sin v(n+0)] ] dx

=-=+{-xoty(r'*tî + 2rro cosh*)tl Â(0,x) dx (z.2.Le')
cËI[ b v-'- u .o 

:1: ¡

where :

sin (n-e) 
* -sin å(n+o) e.2.Lel

cosh þ - cos $Cn-o) cosh þ - cos $(n+0)

24

.l

lt x>o
IH(x) = < \ x = 0
Ilo x
t
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S! represents a diffraction term which r¡anishes when the

wedge angle is a submultiple of rî¡ "" o,n""ted.*
If o is taken to be greater than n * 00, it is

apparent that the íncid,ent vraveo being .zeÍo in the shadow

region (n + Oo

boundary. Sfunilarly, the singly reflected geometrical optics
wave consists of a cylindrical wave in the region
(o

The two regions are separated by the shadow boundary at

0.= T - 00. The sane analysis holds for the muttiply
reflected, rays for cr,

with the associated geometrical optics Ìvave to eliminate the

dÍscontinuiÈy at the corresponding shadow bound.ary as wí1l be

elrar.rn I a #arv¡rv tr ¡¡ *9 9v¿ .

It is to be noted that equations (2.2.15) and. (2.2.L91

are valid for all values of r and ro as may be realized from

the symmetry of the expressions with respect to r and ro.

2.2.2 PLane Waoe Eæcitation

(a) The two-dimensional case

The plane \^¡ave diffraction case may be easily deduced

from the previous cylindrical wave solution by using the

large argument asymptotic form of the Hankel function [89,

p. 3641, that is

nf')c"r - //= e-jlz - $c"otr¡1 (2.2.20l.

* since the field in this case is due to a finite number of
images (geometrical optics field).
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Thus, the total f ield due t,o the dif fraction of a plane

rr¡ave "Jkrcos(0-00) incident at an angle O0 with respect to

the surface (0 = 0) of a perfectly conducting wed.ge is given

by

uP = sP (lO - ôol) + sP (lO * ool) (2.2.2j-'.)

where the superscript p denotes plane wave excitation and as

in the cylindrical wave case, the negative sign applies for
the Dirichlet condit,ion and the positive sign for the Neumann

condition, and

sP(o)=sl+sT (2.2.22',)

where

I\l
s? = ä' "ikrcos(0+2oN) H {n - lo+zolrl} (2.2.23,)t N,

cP - iI r* .-jkrcosh *^ (grx) d.x (2.2.24)u2 - Zd. rO = Jl\gr¡r/ rr¡a' \éoatlit
-,ta,'

(b) The three-dimensional case. r'

The incident wave in this case is represented by

"jk{rsinÚo'cos 
(0-00 ) +zcosrpo } where rf o is the angre between

the d.irection of incidence and the z axis and O0 is the angle ',,
between the projection of the direction of propagat,ion on the

pJ.ane z = 0 and the line 0 = 0.

Due to the infinite extension of Èhe edge, the

z-dependence of the total field remains the same as the
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iucident field and the result for the two-dimensional case

can be exte¡rd.ed. to the present case if k is replaced by

k sinrfro and ttre field is multiplied by the factor.jkcosrloz.

2.2.3. SpheríeaL Wue Eæeitatíon

The wedge in this c'ase is excited by a Hertz dipole

whose axis is parallel to the edge. The solution for the

tertz vector (n=) can be formulated from the cylind,rical

Ì/ave case by using the formula [91, p. 736]

e-'(lr2+22)4 = ? !* x^ {.(y2 + vr)L ,} cos zv dv (2.2.2s)
(12+22)4 ?l ',o " o "

, i.e. the field is obtained from (2.2.L5') and (2.2.18) by
Lsrrbstitutíng (..{' + ez¡'z for y, multiplying by cos zv and

integrating with respect to v from 0 to -.* The resulting
expression consists of geometrical optics term (sT) and

diffraction term (S:) which are given explicitly by

and

v¡here the superscript s denotes spherical wave excitation,

* Similar procedures v/ere employed by Clemmow 1921 and

Oberhettinger [66].

^s Tr .-jkYnsi = fi; -ç: H(n-lo+zoul) (2.2.261

-jkY^s -1 .oês; = ñ [ =-f À (o 'x) dx (2.2.27)
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and

YN = {r2 + r; 2rrocos (g+2o¡l) + (z-zJ'}k

ï = {r2 + rf, + 2rrocosh x * (z-zol'}\

and (ror0 o,zo) are the cylindrical co-ordinates of the

source.

Applying the inverse cosine Fourier transform to
(2.2.25) t the relations (2.2.L5') and (2.2.L8) for cylind,rical

rÄrave excitation in terms of the spherical wave solution are

obtained. This is a convenient method to express the solu-

tion for the former excitation if the solution for spherical

excitation is known. Furthermore, the solution for plane

vtave excitation can be obtained from both the clzlindrical
and spherical v/ave cases by letting kro * -.
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2.3 Aslznptotic Evaluation of tþe Diffract,ed FÍeld

In this sectionr wê derive asymptotic expressions for

the diffracted field due to the three types of excítation.

The saddle point method is used to express the diffract.ion

integral S, in terms of Fresnelrs integral. The accuracy of

these expressions is established by comparison with previous

approximate results as well as available exact solutions.

2.3.L PLane Waue Eæcitatíon

(a) lwo-dimensional case:

In tlris case, the diffraction integral Sf, maf be

expressed in the form

sT = * d-.-jkrcosh 
*^(0,*) dx

= rP(n-o,kr) + rP(n+o,kr) (2.3.1)

where 0 = l4+Ool and

rp(ô,kr) = - "Ïr+ {- '-jÏ;;"n î o- * e.3.2t- cosn cos 
-cx0

The plane hrave d.iffraction integral rP(Ortr) r^¡as

evaluated asynptotically by Oberhettinger l77J using V'Iatsonrs

Lemma. The leadíng term of his expression is the sane as that

for the half-plane solution, while the higher order terms

represent the effect of the angle of the wedge. A recursion



relation for the various coefficients of the expansion vras

reported elsewhere [93] .

A more convenient evaluation of rP(ôrkr) is obtained

next by using the saddle point method 1,4, p. 449J. For large

kr (compared to unity), the. exponent. in the integrand of .

(,2.3.2) is large and therefore the integrand oscillates

rapidly. By the principle of stationary phase, the only

important contributions are in the neighborhood of the saddle

point where the exponential term makes its maximum contribu-
tion, i.e. at sinh x = 0 or x = 0. Expanding.the cosh terms

in the vicinity of this point and retaíning only the first,
two terms r \¡rê obtain

rr sir, $ -ikr ó ^-jkr{rP(ô,iri:¡-ãe-c {* î'=r-? ;au"o t + L(i)'- cos fr

cr -J- nô s-jkr /- ?;jotf, - ,e,-æ sinfr- ,o 
xræd" 

(2.3.3)

and the new integral on the right hand side can be evaluated

in closed form I94, p. 5681 since

/- ";jo* . dx = * ")og'üI r(l gløl (2.3.4)i x, + 92 lÞl ,,.

Hence

rP(ô,¡<r) = j cos T sgn T e-jkr 
"j"'tjl F (e) (2.3.5)

ñ
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where T = # t e = fi|"i" rlÆfr and Fresnel,s integrar r(e)
is defined by

F (e) = .f- "-jtt dt
e

(2 .3 .6)

Since the shadow boundaries, for 0

corresponds to $ = 0 the continuity of the solution at these
boundaries requires the evaluation of 

ålT 
tn(ô,kr). rr is

anparent from the definition (2.3.2) that the integral equals
ze*ro except in the vicinity of x = 

'0 which is the saddle

point, and subsequently may be used for this evaluation. At
$=0wehave

F(o) = d- "-jt' d. = + "-jä

:'?

Hence

*#, rP(ô,¡<r) = - t-lnt 
ålË, ssn ô (2.3.7)

As the geometrical optics terms are harved at the shadow 
,:,,, ,:,

boundaries, the definition of sgn ô is taken such that

åtT, ssn $ = 0 and äii, ssn $ = -1 (2.3.8)

which ensures the cont,inuity at the shadow boundaries. On ,.,.,,,:,

. the other hand, if H(x) is defined by

It xro
H(x) =

Io x<o (2.3 .9,
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the above lfunit, becomes

Iim sgn g = t I (2.3.10)
ô+t o

The latter definition is used in Chapter 3.

It is Lo be noted ttrat for sma1l values of ô, the
' integrat fP(ôr¡cr) has the aslzmptotic value

rP(ô,¡cr) s - sen ô "# "jô'$ 
+ jä rtlolt$ltl (2.3.rr)

which is independ.ent of q,.

. If g + (tn+2No) and N is assumed an integer, the same

analysis holds with g replaced by ô+2No in (2.3.2) and the

consequent equations t431.

For the case of a half-p1ane (q = 2r), the same

technique can be used to evaluat,e (2.3.1). In this case Sl

is given by

I = - u* {- "-jkrcosh 
*i\(o,x) dx (2.3.L2)

where, for ct = 2n ,

/i(0,x) =
sin 1[-9-) sin C$)t-+-

cosrr $)- .ou t#t cosn (|) - .o= C$l

2 cosh f=soså
(cosn | - =in $) (cosh | + si" $)
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cosh
=4cos (2.3.13)

(coshx 1) + 2 cos2

!'or large kr, the saddle point method is used to evaluate Sf;.

As before, the saddle point ís at x = 0 in the neighborhood

of which we have

x
z0

z e
z

z cos * s-jkr
1I

AScos*
¿

-

x2 + (2 cos*)2
¿

.kr ,

"-lF* 
-

(2.3.L4)

dx (2.3.15 )

and

sl=- T-
0

nÞ

of

x2 + (z .o" $) 
t

previously shown, this integeral- nay be evaluated in terms

Fresnelrs integral, that is

.jkrcost*iä (2.3.16 ),Æ
F( lcos $ltzr.rtLltÏ = (+)

where the upper sign holds for e < n and the lower sign for

e >'tt and the definitions (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) are used.

Equation (2.3.16) is in agreement with Sommerfeldrs solution

1,43, equat.ion 141 obtained by a different approach.

(b) Three-dimensional case:

fn this case the diffraction integral is denoted by

Ip (O ,kr ,kz) whose asymptot.ic form is given by
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--jksinrf^t*j:"o"üo " 
"j 

e2+Jf, F (e)rP(Orkrrkz) =-cosTsgnTe- 'o -

,ñ
(2.3.L71

where

r = f lsin rl (2krsinrpo)L

The simílarity previously indicated between the two-d,imensional

and three-dimensional plane rvave excitation vras utilized. in
writing (2.3.L7) with the aid of L2.3.5) .

2.3.2 CULindrieaL llaue Eæeitatíon

In this case, the cylindrical wave diffraction integral
may be written as

r"(ô,kr,kro) = - "ïJ r- ïÍ," totre'* 
(2.3.r-s)

ct c[

using the asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function for
large argument [89, p. 364], ttris integral reduces to

oi rrfrô
rc(ô,kr,kro) = - {--;. /.2,

tt* "-jr@+:ä dx ritl@æ

(2 .3. re )

For large k'Æ:Ç, the sadd.le point technique can be applied as

shown previously. Agairy the saddle point is aù x = 0 Ín which
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k(rz+ro2+2rrocosh x)h = kR + k # *t

::l¡f ìti::::i:::r.;r:ri

rr
e-jkR-jktf *z dx
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vicinity

(2.3.20)

where R = r * f,0. Expandíng the cosh terms in the vicinity

of x = 0 and evaluat,ing the resultant integral as before, we

obtain

.=i r,IA
rc(ô,kr,kro) = - "-ä,g 

t#1" d-
(kR{r . ;å} *'})4 1+å(5) 2-cosîrg

sinlg ^ r

;É tît" -ikRe]F
[Í^

æ 
"-jk2¡: 

x2
J
0 Lx2 + tf; si"Sr

dx

= - Q. 
"o, r ssn r # "jß'+ 

jä ¡,tg) (2.3.21)fi - /<tn
rr

where Á, = I . þ (fo sin r\2, and ß = I lsin r¡tzrplà.
This result agrees with Lewinr s [46J , who considered only the

H-polarizat,ion case, if A equals unity. A ís approxímately

unity when r))Íor kro>>l or r(([or kr>>l and has a maximum

value of two when x = f or c[ = 2n and T = 0.

The result for plane wáve excit,ation may be obtained

from (2.3.2L) by letting kro tend to infinity and taking the

expression tffilL"-jkro*jä as unity since the incident
u (rl - Lcylindrical wave H;'' tk{rz+rf,-2rrocos (O-00) }21 tends to

( =2 r\ ,--jkto+jä lsjkrcos(o-00) Ì as kro rends to infinity.'Tkro' e
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It, is also interesting to note that by letting kï
tend to infinity l"(Orkrrkro) tends to

*#- r"(ô,kr,kro) = - E 
"o" r ssn - # e-jkro +iE,+iI F(Eo)

: + t t#l h 
"- 

jkr+ jf1 rp ( o, kro ) e .3 .zz)

, v/here - cl | 'E0 =; lsin TlÆf. Thusr the far field due to a line
' source can be ded.uced from that of the plane vrave excitation

by interchanging the co-ordinates of the field and source

points and muttiptying by t tftl \ u-ikr+jf,t. rhis resulr is
due to the reciprocity principle I72, p. 1161 which will be

employed in the next chapter.

J\s for the p1a4e wave case, the asymptotic value of

I"(ôrkrrkro) is independent of o for small values of ô.

, 2.3. 3 Sphez,ical Waoe Eæeitation

In this case the sphericat diffraction integral is
denoted. by 1s15¡t<v) and takes the form

c sin{ ^-jky :r'(ô,ky) =-"-;-: d*t+"*# (2.3.23)
ct cl

Applying the saddle point technique as shown in section 2.3.2

we obtain

rs(ô,ky) = - tof, I ssn r e-jkF 
"je 

'+if F(6) e.s.zt)
{nÃ}ã - 

R
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andE=9'î

where T = 1* + ({ sin r)2 , R = {(r+ro)2 + (z-zol'}\
2î.2 Ir

rr.
Isin tl 1zr<la¡å.

AR

If A is taken to be unity, this expression will
become identical to that, given by Whipple t951. Ã has a

maximum value of three when r = ror z = zo, cf, = 2n and T =
and is approximately unity when r))ror kro>>1 ox r((ror

kr>>1.

Again, the result for plane v¡ave excitation may be

deduced from (2.3.13) by letting kr6 tend to infinity and

z = zo. Arsor the expression + is taken as unityto
t-jkY osince as kr o tends to inf inity the incident f ield 

=-
-ikr * 

o

tends r,o t+, .jkrcos (0-00) if z = z o. As in the
¡..1 i -,:l--i ^^] .: € LÇyrLí¡a,rLca¿'ì¡rave cä,ser ].r rr+* and z = zo, rs(6rky) tends

to

lim r" (ôrkY) =
kr+-

cos T
rl 1l

^-jkr{=r }

ssn I + g-jkro+jE t*ti F(Eo)

rPco,kro) ( 2.3.25)

Thusr the far field due to spherical waves in the plane z = z o,

may be deduced from that of the plane wave excitation by

interchanging co-ordinates of the field and source points and
-ikrnultiplyins by i+].

As in the case of plane and. cylindrical wave excita-

tion, the asympt,otic value for Is(ôrkY) for the spherical

wave case, fox small values of ô, is independent of c.
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For the ca,se of diffraction by a half plane, the

integral s! fras the form

sl = - * {- "-+o" Â (o,x) dx (2.3.26)

The saddle point is again at x = 0 in which vicinity Â(0rx)

is given by (2.3.L4) and the integral is evaluated as

previously demonstrated. Thus,

A-

s;" 1p#i*ffi*
e-jkR iú2+,r

+

where r| = l"a-o ' '^'-rro' L rro c0
'"äl (2kIË)-" A, = I + 2 :; cos'f and the

definitions (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) are used. This result

agrees with Nomurars expression [60, equation 10] if 
^r 

is

.taken as unity.
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' 2.4 Numerical Results

In order to test the accuracy of our approximate

expressions, a comparison is made with available exact and

other approximate solutions for a fery numerical cases. In

. the evaluation of the solution for plane and cylindrical
wave incidence, the asymptotic expressions (2.3.5) of the

diffraction integrals, for the plane vrave case, and (2.3.2L)

for cylindrical vrave excitation, are used in addition to the

geometrical optics terms.

Table I shows a comparison between our approximate

, expressions and the lead.ing two terms in Pauli's expansion

I t43l for an H-polarized plane r¡¡ave incident along the

, surface of a wedge with an exterior angl. o.f 200o. The

observation point in this case is along the shad.ow boundary.

The results based on our expression are in better agreement

I with the exact values t71l than those based on Pauli's

i expansion. The accuracy of our asyrnptotic expression

i 
*proves with increasing values of kr r âs expect.ed.

As another example, the exterior wedge angle is
, ]90o, the angle of incidence is 0o and the fietd is calcu-

lated along the shadow boundary at S = 180o. Comparisons

between the results based on our theory and those based on

. pauli's [43] , Hutchins t86l and Oberhett,ingerrs l77l are

presented in FÍgs. 2.2-2.4. These comparisons ind.icate

that our results are in bet,ter agreement with the exact

solutionr âs may be seen from Table 2, than those of Paulits
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Tab1e I

200", Oo = 0o, O = l80o

TI

Present
Expression

0.81569

0.76598

0.7340s

0.71088

0.69299

0.67962

0.66676

o .6567 6

0.64920

0 .6407 6

CX, =

Exact
Amplitude

0.807 47

0.76253

0.73234

0 .7 0999

0.69255

0.67844

0 .6667 4

0.65685

0.64835

0.64096

Pauli I s
Theory

1.09957

0.85412

0.75477

0.69983

0.66469

0.64019

0.622L0

0.60818

0.59713

0.58814
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Table 2

o = l90or0o = 0o, O = 1g0"

H=

Amplitude

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

Exact

0.8950

0.9647

0.8422

0.8239

0.8086

0.7954

0.7838

0.7734

0.7640

0.7556

Approximate

0.9024

0.8689

0.9449

0.82s9

0.8101_

0.7966

0 .7 947

0 .77 4l
0 .7 647

0. 7560

Phase (rad.ians)

Exact,

-1.0699

1.0470

3.1593

-0.9792

1.1s43

0.1481

-0.8569

1.2808

0.2776

-0.7250

Approximate

-1.0795

1.0404

0.9262

-0.9834

1.1s02

0.1444

-0.8602

I.277 8

0 .27 4g

-0.7257

¡Þ
È
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and Oberhettinger and compare favorably with Hutchins.

Table 3 shows a comparison between our approxima.te

expression and the exact solution t71l for an H-polarized

plane wave incident on a wedge, v/here o = 160o, O0 = 0o,

O = 160o, and kr varies from 0.1 to 10. This case represents

a severe test on our formulation since the wedge angle is
not only less than n but also kr is less than unity and the

accuracy indicated gives more confídence in our theory.

For an H-polarized incident cylindrical wave,

Table 4 presents a comparison between our approximate

expression and the exact solution, which was computed using

the series form, for a wedge with a = 200", O0 = 20o, kr = L,

O - l0o and kr varies from I to 10. The comparison indicates

that the present result is in good agreement with th exact

value.
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0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

5.0

10.0

o = 160o,

Table 3

Oo = 0o, þ = 160o

H,

Exact

1.109

1.089

1.067

I.045

I.022

1.001

0.982

0.965

0.9sl

0. 940

0.989

0.991

Amplitude

Approximate

1.130

1.097

1.067

1. 040

1.015

0.993

0.973

0.956

0.943

0.934

0.990

0. 99L

Phase (radians)

Exact.

0.064

0 .141

0.226

0 .316

0.411

0.512

0.616

0.725

0.836

0 .951

-r.245
0.548

Approximate

0.a44

0.I22

0.209

0.302

0 .401

0.504

0.6L2

0.723

0. 837

0.953

-r.245
0.548

È
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c[=2OOor0=

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

.ê,mp1iÈude

Exact Approximate

2 .664 2 .60'7

1.490 1.536

1.119 1.155

0.930 0 .962

0.812 0.841

0.730 0.756

0.668 0.69?

0.620 o "642
0.581 0.602

0.541 0.569

- 
Table 4

10o , 0o = 20o, kro = 1

H
z

Phase

Exact

0.763

-0.228

-L.237

0.899

-0.104

-1.107

1.033

0 .032

-0.968

1.L72

(radians )

Approximate

0.726

-0.2I3

-t.223
0.915

-0.087

-1.089

1.051

0.050

-0 .950

1.191

:)|

È{
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3.1

CHAPTER 3

DIFFRÀCTION BY A CONDUCTING WEDGE LOADED

BY A UNTFORM DIELECTRIC SLAB

Introduction

In Chapter 1 the importance of aslzmptotic wedge

diffraction theory in the ray optical solutions of antenna

probrems was pointed out. rn particular, the corner reflector
antenna has murtiple edges and the application of wedge ray
diffraction is relevant for the anarysis of such an antenna.

This has been successfully demonstrated by Ohba t96l by

taking into account the image as well as the edge diffracted
rays. corner reflecÈor antennas are used as eonvenient

sources of directive radiation in the UHF region. These

antennas possess severar desirable features such as high
gain, low back radiation and wide band.wid.th. Besides, their
construction ís símple and they can be readiry buirt to fold
into compact portable units. The dimensions are not critical
since there are no focal pointsr ês in th-e case of parabolic
reflectors.

several inve.stigations have been carried out, in order
to modify the radiation characteristics of corner reflector
antennas. such modificat,ions can be achieved by altering
t'he type of feed as well as the shape of the warr and by

48
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d,ierectric Ioad.ing. The use of dierectric lenses in optical
and microhrave instrumentation is well known [97]. Depending

on the location, shape and electrical characteristics of the

dieJ.ectric, the radÍation features of corner reflector
antennas can be greatly modified. rn particular, the eff,ect
of dielectric load.ing of the warls on the beamwidth and síde

lobes was experirnentally verified by Hamid, and Mohsen t9gl.
amination of previous attempts to analyse the

behavior of long corner reflector antennas indicates that
tlre geometrical theory of d,iffraction is most promising for
reasonable accuracy and. physical undersÈanding. However, this
theory cannot be applied d.irectry to deaJ- with dielectric-
loaded. corner reflectors unless solutions are obtained, to
related. canonical probiems as cìiscussecl later. The

asymptotic solutions of these problems may extend the

applicability of the theory to d.ielectric-loaded corner

reflectors as well as other diffractingr bodies having similar
configurations.

The main purpose of this chapter is, therefore, to
deal with the asymptotic solution of an associjted canonical
problem, i.e. diffraction by a dielectric-loaded wedge.

rn chapter 2 we have dealt with the ray diffraction
of p1ane, cylindrical and sptr-erical waves by a conducting

wedge. while the results proved to be in good agreement. with
exact solutions, the method is not directly appricabre when

one wa1I of the wedge is loaded by a dielectric srab. The

'- --i-r-----
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slab is of uniform ttrickness, which is assumed small relative
to ttre s¡avelengttr, and of low relative dletrectric constant

(i.e. not mucl.. larger than unity)

In tf¡e first part of this chapterr âD approximate

so1utionfortheprob1enofdiffract,ionofp1ane9'avesbya
perfectly cond,ucting we<19e, whose illuminated side is loaded

by the d.ielectric slab, is derived.. The scattered fÍeld is
represented, in an integral form and its value at the outer

dielectric surface is assr:med. to be equal to the. geometrical

optics reflected field. After application of the bound,ary.

condition at the cond.ucting surface and the use of an

integral identity, the solution ís written as the sr:¡n of

geometrical optics terms and. associated. diffract,ion Íntegrals.

By comparison with the resulËs of Chapter 2 for the unloaded

wedge, the present solution is modified to take into account,

in an approximate sense, the ef fect of ed,ge dif fraction at

the dielectric surface. The diffraction inteSrals are of the

sane type considered in Chapter 2 and are evaluat,ed in terms

of Fresnelts integral.
In the second part, the results are extended to the

. cylindrical wave excitation by using the reciprocity
principle to evaluate the far field. fn this case, the

geometrical optics terms are in agreement. with those derived

by Tai t99l for the diel-ectric-loaded plane. By comparison

with the results of Chapter 2 an alternative expression which

may be valid for smaller kr (provided kr>>kro) is given.
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3.2 FormuÌation for Plane !{ave Incidence

3. 2. 1 E-poLaz.izatío.n

Consider a plane eLect.romagnetic wave incident on a

perfectly conducting wedge of exterior angle o and which has

the illuminated side loaded. by a dielectric slab of relative

permittivity ., and constant thickness r¡ as shown in

F.ig. 3.1. The incident electric field is assurned parallel

to the edge (i.e. E-polarization) and is given by

Ei = "jkrcos 
(0-00) (3.2.1)

Following the procedure of Oberhettinger t66l the

field of a cylindrical wave due to a line source at (ror$s)

is expressed in terms of MacDonald's funct,ion as

(tl Á.Å oo*;t' (kRo) = F d- *ju (vr)*ju(rro)coshtu(n-'lo-oo l) lau (3.2.2')

where Ro = Ir2+rf,-Zrr'cos(0-Oo) Jà ana y = jk. The corre-

sponding integral representâtion for plane r,\zaves may be

obtained from (3.2.2'l by employing the asymptot,ic forms of

the Hankel and MacDonald's functions [89, p. 364 and p. 378]

as kro * -, that is

"Í') 
(kRo) - (É)\ 

"-ikro+jf; *irttos(0-Ôo) (¡.2.3a)

and

K3u (vro ) tfrr 4 
"'rr 

o (3.2.3b)
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This leads to the expression

Ei = # {- Kru (vr} coshtu (n- I O-Oo I ) I au

The scattered field due to plane wave incidence ís
to have the representation

. (3 .2.4',)

assumed

=?f@v t.s ,.0 -.ju.yr){fr(ulcosh u0 + fr(u)sinh uq}du (3.2.5)

rii.r, is an integral of fundamentar solutions of the two-

dimensionar wave equation. The unknownfunction f1 (u) and

f2(U) are to be determined. frôm the boundary condítions.

It should be noted. that serious mathematical dif-
ficulties stand in the way of a rigorous solution of this
problem since the configu.ration does not fit a separable cc-

ordinate system. At present, these d.ifficurties make the

accurate evaluation of the field in the slab and the appri-
cat.ion of the proper boundary conditions not. possible. An

approximate soluÈion, however, is frequently sufficient for
many practicar applications of the.. loaded. wedger âs. discussed

later. The first development of the approximate solution,
presented next, neglects the contribution of the dielectric
slab to the diffracted field aL the dielectric surface.

obviously, the error introduced by Èhis approximation becomes

smaller as e-- + l and kt + 0. under these assumptions, ther
relation between the incident and scat,tered fierds at O = 0

is assumed to be the same as in the case of a dierectric
loaded plane. Thus, the boundary condition at 0 = 0 is taken
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to be

or

E = f E.sel_ (3.2.6',)

where f" is the well known paralleI polarization reflection
coefficient for a perfectly conducting plane loaded with a

dielectric whose constitutive parameters are identical to

those of the dielectric loading considered L94, p. 611. Thus,

f. is given by

l" = fe(eo) = (3.2.7', oo= li- ool
1 - rre-2jô'e

where ô' = kr(er-sinrQo)kand ,å =
cos oo- (e=-sin2or)à

cos 0o* (er-sin'Oo¡" '

It. should. be noted that similar boundary conditions were

successfully applied, to solve for the diffracÈion of plane

\^raves by a semi-infinit.e dielectric slab [100r101]. For the

case of a perfectly conducting surfa.ce, ít is obvious that
as Ê-- + * the value of f^ given by (3.2.7') equals -1 and,r -e

in this case, (3.2.6) gives the exact boundary condition.

Applying (3.2.6) to (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) we obtain

d- *:Jtr)f r (u)d¡r = f" ,r* xru (yr) coshJu,n-öo)-ld¡r (3.2.8a)

d- *ju(Yr){f, (u) - I. coshtu(n-Oo)1}dp = O (3.2.8b)

The integral (3.2.8b) is in the form of a Lebedev transform
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t1021. The inverse transform gives

fr (u) = I. coshlu (n-Q 
o ) ¡ (3.2.9)

AIso, since the tangential electric field vanishes at a

conducting surfacer vrê have

E.!+E-=0at0=d1S

This leads, in a manner similar to (3.2.9), to

(3.2.10)

coshtu(n-lo-Ool)l + fr(u)cosh uor + f2(u)sinh uo = o (3.2.I1)

Solving for f2(U) from (3.2.9) and (3.2.11), the total field

takes the form

EP = ? ¡* K.,.. (yr)F (u)du1Io ]U
(3.2.L21

where

n (u) = coshtu (n- lo-oo ll t åi*ì* coshtu (o-n-po¡ ¡

+-tê 'r-ó )l sinhtu(a-ô)lsrn1:Iñ cosh[u (n-Qo)¡ sinhtu (o-9)] (3.2.13) :

t.: .

which completes the approximate integral solution of the

problem. rt is apparent from (3 .2 .L2) and (3 . 2 . 13 ) that, the 
,,:

solution consists of two parts one of which is independent ''

of f^ , while the other is proportional to fo. This indicatese

that t,he solution can be written as incident. and reflected

fieLds in addition to an associated diffracted field. Besides,
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the integrals in (3.2.L2, need to be evaluated, and this is
performed next.

In order to evaluate the far field, the following

integral is used

d- *ju (y')ffi du = ,fisinS r- "-Yrcosh 
x

dx,
cosh t$l +cos t$l

56

(3.2.L41-cr< ß<c

as shown in Appendix B. AIso to fulfill

-cx<ß<s r !r/€ subdivide the region 0SSSo of

Thus, assuming o to be greater than n+00

equalities

and writing

d.ependent on

the condition

the exteri-or space.

and using the

2sinh p$ cosh U(o-n-00) = sinh f(a-n+4-00)-sinh U(*-n-6-40¡

2sinh uo cosh U(n-lOtOoll ='sinh u(o+n-lptpo|)+sinrr u(o-n+lOtOol)

2sinh U(a-Q)cosh U(n-qo¡ = sinh U(a+n-q-00)+sinh Lr(ct-n'-Q+Qo)

EP as

r"l

a sum of two terms, the second of which is

that is

in

-@t

0

we obta

"T=+

f
=<

l.

EP=ef+nf

"jkrcos 
(0-0 

o ) +{rPIrr- (0-ö 
o ),krJ -ïpIn+ (0+0 

o 
)

rPln- (0-ôo),krl-rptr+(O+Oo) rkrl, r*00.ô.o

xru (vr) Icosh il (n-lO-00l)- :+H cosh u (cr-n-60)Jdu

(3.2.ls)

,krl ], 0<0<n*00

(3.2.L6)
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ET = î {* xru (vr)
sinh u (o-ô) cosh u (n-90¡

sinh ¡.ra

r"(l# - ool

r, (0, ôo rkr) , î*00.0.o

and

r.(lå - ool)

¡.jkrcos(0+00) + r"( lå - ooll{rPln-(0+00¡,krl

rPln+ (O-Ou) ,krl Ì, 0<O<n-00

(3.2.L7',)

r"( lå - O0 l) {rPln-(O+Oo),krJ rPln+(O-Ou),krl }, n-00<Qco

(3.2.18)

where the integral rP(ôrkr) is given by (2.3.2) and is

evaluated asymptotically in section 2.3 for large values of

kr, and the validity of the asymptotic evaluation is

established by comparison with the exact solution in

section 2.4. ComparÍnE the diffraction integrals in (3.2.16)

and (3.2.L7) with those obtained in the solution for the

perfectly conducting case, i.e. (2.3.1), it is found that

the latter can be recovered if (0;00), appearing in (3.2.16)

and (3.2.17) is replaced by lO+001. Thus, the new formulae

which result fon nf and rf, are given by

"jkrcos 
(0-Ôo) + r1 (O,0o,kr) , O<0<n+00

I
=

I
I

l

"?={

"ï={

r. ( lå -

'"llå -

ool)"jktcos(6+Po)

0<0<n-0 
o

0o I ) r, (ö,Oo,kr) ,

+ f"(lå -

(3.2 .19a)

(3.2.19b)

0o | ) r. (0, Oo,kr) ,

(3.2.20a1

n-0 ocQco
(3.2.20b)
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\^rhere

r, (0,0s,kr) = rPtn- lO-00l,trl rPln*lO+Oo [,tr] (3.2.2ra1

rr(0,00,kr) = rPln-lOoOol,tcrl rPln*lO-Ool,trl (3.2.21b)
:::: .-:'

Obviously, the boundary condition at ô=o is still satisfied,
while at 0 = 0 we have 

,,

ul = "jkrcos 
0o + {rptn- los l,kr] rpln+ loo l,krr } 

,,,,,:,,:,.,;,

and

n? = r"(lå - 0ol){"jkrcos oo + {ïptr-lo6l,krl ïPln+lool,krr}}

i.e. the boundary condition (3.2.6) at 0=0 is replaced by

uÏ = r"(lå - ool)nf (3.2.22',)

I tfris condition, which relates the incident and reflected
fields to the diffracted. field at, the dietectric surface,

takes into accoun.t, in an approximate sense, the effect of

edge diffraction at the dielectric surface.

Examination of (3 . 2 . 19 ) and (3 .2 .20) shows that the

total field may be regarded as the sum of geometrical optics

term and diffraction terms which are id.entified by the

: exponential and the fP(ôrLr) terms, respectively. As in the

case of a perfectly conductíng wedge, each geometrical

optics wave has an associated diffracted wave in all regions

of the extgriof spaçe which are separated by shadow boundaries
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at 0=nt0o. the continuity at the shadow boundaries

requires the consideration of li* IP(ôrkr). As ô +'0 the
o+0

integral rP(ôrkr) vanishes except in the vicinity of
x = 0 in which case

sind nô

+ = 

-:-; 

ct --i-- = 2o o ;. (3.2.23)
æ= 

=ï;1o'

Since [103, p. 813]

lim u = (t) îï ô (x) (3.2 .241ô+to x2+ô2

we obtain

å+, rP ( ô,rr) = r\ J: "- 
jkrcosh x 

ô (x) dx = ,"-;ot ß.2.2s,

from which the continuity of Ef at ô=r*00 and of n! at
Þ=n-0o follow.

It is interesting to note that although the field
refracted in the dielectric and refrected at the wedge

surface is not expricit.ly formulated, it,s approximate

contribution is combined with the reflected field nf;. The

result,i-ng totar field gP has the same form as the solution
for a perfectry conducting wedge presented in sect,ion 2.2

as expected. However, the ampritudes of the reflected wave

and its associated diffracted field are proportional to r.
and hence are dependent on the thicknes.s and. rerative
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permittivity of the dielectric s1ab. This amplitude modifi-
cation is required in calculating the geometrical optics

and edge ray fields, as postulated in Kell-er's geometrical

theory of diffraction.

3.2.2 H-poLarízation

For the case of an H-polarized incident plane wave,

where the magnetic field H rather than the electric field E

is parallel to the edger wê have for the incident magnetic

field

Hi = .jkrcos (0-00) (3.2.26)

Under the previous assunptions for the dielectric
slab, (i.e. as in the case of E-polarization), the boundary

condition at 0=0 is taken as

ðH= 
- âHi

ãõ= = rrr ¡õ'= (3.2.27)

where H= is the scattered magnetic field and fn is the

perpendicular polarization reflection coefficient for a

dielectric loaded plane which is given by 1,94, p. 6U

rh e-2j ô t

fh = rh(oo) = f;;;5,, oo = li- ôol ß.z.zs)
-h-

ercos eo (r, - sin20o)L
where

rh=-
ercos eo + (sr sin2go)k
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For the case of a perfectly conducting surface, it is
obvious that as tr** the yalue of In equals -1 and, in
this case, (3.2.26) gives the exact.boundary condition.
Using the integral representat,ion (3. 3. 4 ) and (3. 3 .5) for
Hi and H=, respectively, and applying the boundary condition
at the conducting surface, that is

(3.2.30)

a(H +H.)-sl_-
-_.-_- = 0 | at 0=a (3 .2.29,ð0

the tot.al magnetic field takes the form

HP = 1 {- Kiu(vr) r(u) dp

where

F'(u) = coshlu(n- lo-oo ll: . :+ffi sinhlu(n-o+Eo¡1

rl., 3'2'31)

"ffi 
sinhlu (n-00) J coshlu (a-0)l

Employing the integral idnetity (3.2.]:4) and the subsequent,

approach for the E-polarizat.ion case, and comparing the

resultant expression with that for the perfectly conducting

case, the finar expression for the total magnet.ic field
may be wriÈten in the form HP = Hf + uf;, where

| "lnt.os 
(o-00) + r3 (o,0o,kr) , 0<fcnroo

HP=ltl

I r, to,ôo,kr), n*00.0.o 
L

(3.2.321



and

(3 .2. 33 ) 
:.:.

:::-

where

r3 (O,0o,kr) = lPIn'+lO+Oo l,krl + rPIn-|0-Oo l,krJ ß.2.34a)

ru (0,0s,kr) = rPln-lO+Oo l,krJ + rPln+lO-Oo l,krJ ß.2.34b)

Similar to the E-polarization case, expressions (3.2.32,

and. (3.2.33) can each be identified as the sum of geometrical

opt.ics and diffraction terms.
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rn(lå - 0ol)"jk'cos(þ+$o) + rnrl]

HP--1 o< ô<n-0 o

I

I tn(lå - ool)rh(o,oo,kr), n-oo.o.o

ool)r,*(o,oorkr)
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3.3 Extension to Cylindrical T{ave Incidence

The diffraction of a plane wave by a perfectly

conducting wedge, rvhose illuminated side is loaded by a
dielecLric slab, has been discussed in the preceding section.

However, the more general situation of cylindrical wave

diffraction is of particular importance in the analysis of

many types of antennas.

Because of the cylindrical nature of the incident

field, plane r,'rave d.iffraction cannot be direetly applied to

obtain the solution for cylindrical wave excitation.

However, a solution may be obtained using the reciprocity

principle by interchanging the observation and source points

(this has been investigated in section 2.3.2).
Consider an E-polarized line source at (ro r0o) and

an observation point at (rr0). The incident field
,'(z)L..o '(kR') I is given in the far zone by [89, p. 3641

--(zt.-- ) L -jkRo+jåH o' 
'' (kRo ) = (;iñ) -' 

"
) \4 '?t- Iu;i)% "-jkr+jf, l.itcr0cos(0-0e)1 (3.3.r)

Using the reciprocity principle the far field due to line

source excitation can be deduced. from the plane \árave case by

replacing r and ô in the solution for the latter by ro and

Oo and murtiplying by t#l\ e-jkr+jf,. Thus for the case of

a wedge angle o>T+00, we write the total electric field as
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(3.3.2)

where nf and

(3.2.20) , in
,"^

r,h

Ec=nf+n!

may be written, using equations (3.2.19) and

e form

"jkrocos(0-00) + rl (0,ôo rkro) ,

n| = rrfol å .- jkr+jf,

nl = tfria"

r, (0r0¡ rkro), n+0ocQco

t( lå - o | ) "jkrocos 
(o+oo )

+ Ulå-ollrr(ô,ôo,kro)

t( lå-oþl ) r2 (o,o6,kro),

0<Qcn+So.

( 3. 3. 3a)

( 3. 3. 3b)

, 0<Q<n-00 (3.3.4a)

n-0ocQco (3.3.4b)

(

I

I
l.

f
I

I

t

- jkr+j-f, 
¿

I

I

I\

It should be noted that although in the derivation of
(3.2.19) and (3.2.20) the assumption that the plane wave

illuminates the dielectric-loaded surface was employed, the

field expressions (3.3.3b) and (3.3.4b) in the shadow regions

are written such that continuitv is ensured at the shadow

boundaries and the field vanishes at the conducting surface.

It is interesting to note that the first terms of
(3.3.3a) and (3.3.4a) are identical to the geometrical optics

terms due to the incidênt and reflected t,traves r âs also given

by Tai I99l for a dielectric-Ioaded, plane. The reflected
vrave corresponds to a wave due to the image of the source

with respect to the di,electric surface modifíed by a ptane
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!.rave reflection coefficient corresponding to an angle of

incidence equar to that between the normal to the dierectric

surface and the line joining the image and the observation

point.

In order to extend. the valídity of (3.3.3) and (3.3.4)

to smaller values of kr (provided that, kr>>kro ) , the following
argument is used,. On the basis of the analogy between the

cylindrical and plane wave excitations, which has already

been demonstrated for the unloaded wedge in Chapter 2, it is
postulated that the diffraction integral fP(6rtr) employed

in the plane wave formulation, for both the loaded and

unloaded wedge, should be replaced by the corresponding

íntegral rc(ô,kr,kro), given by equation (2.3.18), for a

cylindrical wave incident on an unloaded wed.ge. Thus for

kr>>kro, the resulting formulas for nf and n! are given by

nÎ={
"J') 

(kRo )

l"In-l o-oo

+ trcIn-lO-Oo | ,kr,ktr] rc¡n+lO*Oo | ,kr,kro l],
0<Q<n+Qo

l rkr,kro I - rctn+l p+qo l,kr,kro), îï*ô0.0.c,

(9.3.s)

and

Ez

(

I

=

I
I

t

re(llollHj') {r.*,1 +

re(lloolltrclr-lo+oo

re ( lå-O | ) {rt tn- I O+ôo | ,kr,kro I

rc¡n+l O-Oo l,kr,kro l), o<0<r-00

| ,kr,kro I rc¡n+l O-Oo | ,kr,kro I )

n-00<$<c (3.3.6)
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where Rr = [r2+rf,-Zrtocos(O+Oo)]å

observation point to the image.

and (3.3.6) reduce to (3.3.3) and

kr+-. This follows directly from

for the HankeI functions (3.3.1)

rc(ô,kr,kro) given by (2.3.2L).

is the distance from the

It may be shown that (3.3.5)

(3.3.4) , respectively, as

the asymototic expressions

and the diffraction ínteqral

Although only the E-polarization is presented here,

it should be noted that the H-polarization can be treated in
a similar fashion by employing the reciprocity principle and

using (3.2.31) and(3.2.321 .



CHAPTER 4

APPLTCATTON TO A DTELECTRTC-LOADED STRTP

4.1 Introduction

As alread.y point.ed out the use of dielectrics for
modifying Èhe radiation characteristics of wedge-shaped

antennas is boÈh desirable and feasible. This is obviously

subject, to the electrical and geometrical parameters of the

loading.

The main purpose of this chapter is to employ the ray

optical soiution derived in Chapter 3 for a dieiectric-loaded
wedge in order to stud.y the effect of uniform dielectric
loading of the wa1ls of corner reflectors. The theory is
applied to study the effect. of dielectric loading on the

H-plane radiation patÈern of a strip, illuminated by an

E-polarized. dipole whose axis is parallel to the edges of
the strip. *

The theoretical formulation of the radiation pattern

is based on equations (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) and takes. into
account the geometrical optics terms as well as the

dif fract.ion terms due to the ed.ges. The geometrical optics
terms are due to the contributions of the source and the image

* ft should be pointed. out that the unloaded strip has been

successfully analyzed b.y ray theory ,t.1O4l .
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relative to the out,er dielectric surface as indicated in
section 3.3. The edge terms are due to the diffraction of
the incident wave aÈ both edges of the strip. Here each

edge is treat.ed as that of a dierectric-roaded half-prane.
Besides the restrictions on the dielectric constanL and the
thickness of the slab, the electricar width of the strip is
assumed to be sufficientJ-y rarge so that the higher order
edge-edge interaction terms can be neglect.ed. By summing the
contril¡utions from the geometrical optics and singly
diffracted rays passing through the observation point and

plotting the far field as a function of angle, the radiation
pattern is obtained. The results are found to be in good

agreement with experiment for different cond.itions, showing

that the approximations used in chapter 3 are vaIid.
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4.2 Formulation

Consider a perfectly conducting strip of width 2W

fed by a dipole whose axis is parallel to the edges and

situated. at a distance s from the metalric surface as shown

in Fig. 4.1. The strip is loaded by a uniform d.ierectric
slab of thickness t (which is small relative to the wave-

length) and relative permittivity r. (which is assumed not

much larger than unity).

A basic assumption in the calculat,ions is that V,I is
large relative to the wavelength so that the solution for the

dielectric-loaded half-prane may be employed. with A and. B as

diffracting edges. The theory d.eveloped in chapter 3 for
the diffraction of a cylind.ricar wave by a dielectric-loaded
half-plane (cr. = 2n) is also considered adequate in this case

since only the H-p1ane (p - O) radiation pattern is of
interest.

The total field at the observation point e is the

sum of a geometrical optics as well as an edge diffraction
term due to A and B. Higher order edge-edge interaction'
terms are negrected since they are zero in the absence of
the dielectric for the E-polarization and they are assumed

small in the presence of the dielectric due to our assumptions

on e, and r " The geometrical optics term i-s due to the

direct ray from the source tOl and a reflected ray yiewed

as emanating from the image source [U, which is the irnage

of the prímary source with respect to the dierectric surface

'¡,.,;.1', ;; -:,.:.: 1:;1; 1l; 1:y,:;::; ¡; i;:^j::i
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by a dipole source.
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AB, as discussed in section 3.3. Thus, using (3.3.3) and

(3.3.4), the normarized geometricar optics contributions due

to the primary and image sources denoted by Io and Ir,
respectively, are given by 

,:,,,r,,.,'.

ro = "jkscos 
e (4.2.11

and

11 = fe(e) 
"-jks-cos 

0

where the normalization factor

r|tk 
"-jtco+jf,'Tko'

is employed, 3 = s t a¡¡*d r- (0) is the reflection coefficient
of the dielectric surface

Based on the analysis outlined in section 3.3, the
formularion of the z-component of the electric field in the
H-plane d.epends on the rocation of the observatÍon point
within the various regions of diffraction. To identify these,

the space outside the strip is subdivided by planes across

which the incident or refrected ray appears or disappears.

Another subdivision is made by the plane containí_ng the two

edges. Due to the symmetry of the problem, only values of
g between 0o and 180" are considered.. Thus, f.or these varues

of e, the total number of diffraction regions is four as

shown in Fig. 4.2, where 0 S e < 0, = tan-r5 t" region I,
Ð

er S 0 < 02 = f in region II, 92: 0 < 0, = ?Í - er Ìn regÍon

(4.2.21 : .
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(4.2.3)

(4.2.4)

(4.2.51

(4.2.61

III, and e3 S 0 S r in region IV. Thus, the normalized

far field due to a ray emanating at. I0l and diffracted at A

may be written, using (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), in the form

r (o,A) = .jkwsin t -, t?r,os,d)

where 0o is the angle of incidence measured with respect to

AB (i.e. O0 = tan-tfi) while d. is the distance from t01 Èo A

(i.e. ¿z = E2 + W2). Similarly, the term due Ëo the ray

emanating from the image source tll and diffracted, at A is

denoted by r+(f ra) and is given by

Similarly, the field of the rays diffracted at B

due to tOl and tlJ are given by

+ jkVfsinr' (0,8) = e

and

r, (Tg ,0 o ,d)

r, (+o,0o,d)
,J

I

t

I
I

)

rr(r,s) = .-jkwsin r I re(o) rr'tu'00'd) I 0s0<02

i re(or) r,(+o,os,d) j orsosn

Thus, when the field point Q is in any of the four regions,

the normalized z-component of the electric field in the

H-plane is obtained by the sum of the contributions of all
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the rays passing through it, and is gÍven by

Region I:
g = ro + r(o,A) + r-(0,8) + r, + ï-(r,A) + r-(1,8) (4.2.71

Region II:

[ = r0 + r(o,A) + r-(0,8) + l+(l,a) + r-(l,B)
Region III:

E = ro * r(0,A) + t+(ore) + r+(t,a) + r+(r,e)
Region IV:

E - r (o rA) + r+ (0, a¡ + r+ (t rA) + l+ (t,g)

t should. be noted that the totai- electric field E

is continuous everywhere, as shown in section 3.2.L, except

for the plane of the strip (O = 90o). However, the d.iscon-

tinuity of the field. in this ptane is numerically small d.ue

to our previous assumptions on r and e, and may be reduced

further if edge-edge interactions are considered.

(4 .2 "81

(4.2.gl

(4.2.10)
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Elperimental Verif ication

The experimental set-up used to verify the theoret-

ical results is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. The

experiment was carried out in a microwave anechoic chamber

to simulate free space conditions. A Èransmitting 60"

corner reflector antenna T¡ras fed by a half-wave dipole tuned

to a frequency of 3 GHZ and modulated by a I KHZ signal.
The reflector dimensions were chosen such that a suitable
d.írectivity for illuminating the test strip is ach-ieved., and

the side-lobes of its radiation pattern are sufficiently low

in order to reduce the undesirable effects of the chamber

walls. A copper sheet of dimensions 11" x 25" fed by a half-
iù'ave d.ipoLe was used as a receiver and situated in {:he far
field. of the transmitter. The'height was taken long enougtr

(=6.35À) to reduce the contribution of the upper and lower

edges of the sheet to the radiation pattern, partícularly

back radiation, and were the.refore covered with absorbing

material. Two adjustable stubs were employed for matching

the receiving antenna to. its or^rn receiver. Absorbing

material was also used to cover aII other objects in the

immediate vicinity which were thought to interfere with the

experiment.

The experiment was first carried out for the un-

loaded strip with s = 0.4À and the comparison between experi-
mental and theoretical results is shown in Fig. 4.4 where

the field is normalized to the maximum.

75
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The measurements were repeated for a plexiglas-

Ioaded strip with ê, = 2.59, t = 0.L27^ and the comparison

between theory and experirnent is shown in Fig. 4.5.

A similar experiment was performed for s = 0.62À

and T = 0, 0"127À and the experimental as well as theoretical

results are given in Figs . 4 -.4 and 4.5 .
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CHAPTER 5

DrscussroN "'''

Asymptotic diffract.ion of waves by a dielectric-

loaded and unloaded wedge is treated in this thesís. In the ,,.

latter problem, the diffraction of p1ane, cylindrical and.

spherical waves by a perfectly conducting wedge i-s considered

(Chapter 2). The diffraction integrals encountered are

evaluated, using the saddle point method, on the assumption
,r¿,J-

that both observation and source points are¡a\^/ay from the

crlr--o lsoc{-ion 2- ?) - The main featr:re lrf tha rêst'r]'L is thatvuYe \revuåv¡¡ þ. r, .

all the asymptotic formulas are in terms of Fresnelrs

integral and are approximated to a sufficient degree of

accuracy by only one term. The asymptotic eval-uation of

the diffraction terms for plane wave d.iffraction by a half-

plane [equation (2.3.16)], using the same technique'

yield.s the well known Sommerfeld's expressíon t431. Expres-

sions (2.3.2L) for cylindrical and (2.3.24) for spherical

vrrave incid.ence reduce to those of Lewin t46l and Whipple t95I
' respect,ively, fot E))ro and ktottl or r<<ro and kr>>l. This ¡;, ,.;'

conclusion relates the results to known expressions which

hrere derived by different approaches. Further confidence in

the present resul-t is established by favourable comparison

with the exact solution and known asymptotic expressions.. . ,t.,,,,
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The numerical resuLts presented in section 2.4 are

based on the asymptotic expressions (2.3.5) and (2.3.21') for

the diffraction integrals, for H-polarized plane wave and

cylindrical wave excitations, respectively, in addition to

the geometrical optics terms. In Tab1e I, a comparison

between our approximate result and that based on the first

two terms in Pau1i's asymptotic expansion t43l is presented

for plane \^/ave diffraction by a wedge with s. = 200o, 0o I 0o,

0 = 180". The exact solution indicates a decay in the

amplitude of the field as the observation point is moved

ahray from the edge. Our result is in close agreement with

the exact solution even for kr as low as uníty where the

deviation is about 1.18. Thê accuracy improves with

increasing values of kr, as expected., and the error reduces

to 0.033 at kr = 10. The result based on Pau1i's expansion

is not as accurate as the present result, since the deviation

in the former result from the exact solution is about 36.22

for kr = I and. reduces to 0.752 for kr = I0.

Figure 2.2 represents another comparison for the

case q, = 190o, 00 = 0o, 0 - I80o. The general behavior of

the field is almost the same as for the previous example

but. the amplítude is higher. As concluded by Hutchins [86],
Pauli's series fails to yield an accurate value for the

field regardless of the number of terms used. The deviation

using the series , for this particular case, increases if

three terms are used instead of two. Againr our result is
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in excellent agreement with the exact solution, for both

amplitude and phase, in the entire range considered, kr = I
to 10, as may be seen from Table 2. Figure 2.3 represents

a comparison between our result and Hutchins' asymptotic

expansion [86 ] up to the second. term. The comparison

indicates that both result.s are in good agreement with the

exact solution but our result is more accurate. The reason

for our improved accuracy, for the same number of terms, over

Pau1i's and. Hutchinsr expressions is due to the use of
different integral representation for the solution of the

problem. The comparison between our resul-t and

Oberhettinger's 1671, using two Lerms in his expansion, is
given in Fig. 2.4 and indicates that our result is in better
agreement with the exact solution. The reason for our

improved accuracy, in this case, is due to the application
of the saddle point principle rather than watsonrs lemma as

applied by Oberhettinger

For ocn both Paulí's and. Oberhettingerrs expansions

are invalid t801. In contrast, Table 3 shows a compai:ison

between our result and. the exact solution for cr = 1600

0o = 0o, O = 160o and kr assumes vaLues from O.1 to 10.

This comparison ind.icat.es that our result, is in excellent

agreement with the exact solution for both amplitude and

phase. This case represents a severe test on our expansion

for not only is the wedge angle less than n but also kr ís
less than unity and the accuracy indicated gives more
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confidence in our theory.

Table 4 shows a comparison between our results and

the exact solution for cylindrical wave excitation with

cr = 200", 0o = 2Oo, kto = Lt O = 10o and kr varying from

I to 10. The result indicates a decay in the amplitude of

the field with increasing kr. This result is in good

agreement with the exact solution for both amplitude and.

phase and Lhe agreement i.rnproves \^¡ith increasing kr. From

(2.3.2L) the deviation from the exact solution decreases

with increasing k=o since in this case the error resulting

from the asymptotic approximation decreases.

The effect of loading the illuminated side of the

wedge is considered in Chapt,er 3 for plane and cylindrical

:.-i_

wave excitation. The geometrj-ca1 optics terms, for

cylindrical wave incidence, are identical to those derived

I by Tai t99l for the case of a dielectric-loaded plane. Tai

treated this case as a boundary value problem and evaluated

the radiation field using the saddle point method. He

concluded that the reflected wave represents the dominant

scattered wave in the far fie1d, away from the dielectric

surface, even if the slab is thick enough to support a

surface wave. If the thickness of the slab is larger than

the critical thickness [99], [i.e. r = n1ftp ) , a

surface wave appears in the neighborhood of Èhe interface.

Tai showed that this wave att.enuates exponentially as the

point. of observation is moved ar^ray from this interface.
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It is on this basisr âs well as on the assumptions on T and err

that the surface wave contribution is neglected in the

present work.

The diffraction integrals encountered are of the

sarne type dealt with for the unloaded case. The diffraction

terms associated with the reflected wave (êquations (3.2.20)
-\

and (3.2.33)\are proportional to the reflection coefficient
-i.

f" (or ffr) for the E (or H) polarization.

Investigation of expression (3.2.7) for f" indícates

that this quantity remains unchanged when ô' is replaced by

ôr + nlr (n ís integer), i.e. when r is replaced. by r t Ar

where

ÀT=t^="
z(er sinzoo)-t

Thus, the radiation field remains unchanged if the thickness

of the slab is changed by Âr. Also, Ie equals (+1) if
sin2 o J4 - (2n11) À, and equars

(-1) when 6' = nn, i.e. when t(e, sin20o)k = 9. Such

values of ô' can be realized by altering rt Êr or 0o or any

combination of these parameters to achieve the required

value. It shouid be noted that Íf I. = *l the problem will

be identical to that of diffraction of an H-polarized wave

by an unloaded conducting wedge while f" = -] corresponds to

the case of diffraction of an E-polarized r^rave. Thus, the

parameters of the dielectric loading can be chosen to

control the radiation pattern to a great extent.
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The effect of varying the dielectric constant on

the radiation pattern of a rine source in the presence of
a grounded diel-ectric slab is demonstrated in Fig. 5.r. onry

the geometrical optics terms, i.e. the first term in each of
(3.3.3) and (3.3.4), are needed in the evaluation of the

fierd. The distance s from the line source to the prane
1

equals I and the radiatj-on patterns in this figure are-¿
normal-ized to their respective maxjma. For the unload.ed. case

the pattern consists of two lobes whose maxima are at t6oo

and the 3-dB beamwidth ís about 37o. If the plane is
covered by a dielectric of thickness t = 1 and. e = Æ ttre+r
resulting pat,tern consists of three lobes whose maxima are

at 0o, 1660 and the beamwidth of the main lobes (whose

maxima are at 1660) becomes 32o. If r, = 2 Lfre pattern
consists of onry Èwo lobes where the locations of the main

lobes move close to the dielectric surface (g = t89o) while
the beamwidth of these lobes increases to 39o. If the

relative dielectric constant r, is increased. to 2.5 the

radiation pattern will consist of only one lobe whose

location is away from the dielectríc surface (at g = 0o)

and whose beamwidth is increased subst.antialry to 76o. This

ind.ícates that, dielectric loading has a significant effect
on the radiation pattern in terms of the beamwidth as well
as the number and location of lobes.

It is interesting to examine the relative effects of
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geomet,rical and edge diffraction terms on the radiation

pat,tern of the dielectric-loaded strip. Figure 5.2 shows

the radiation pattern for an unloaded strip (s = 0.4À)

: where a comparison is made between the infinite and finite 
,.,,,,.,,.,,,,.
:::.::.::.:.::

\,üidth (W = I.4À) cases. In the first case only the geo-

metrical optics term is needed while in the latter case

equations (4.2.7, to (4.2.10) are employed.. The comparison
,t, 

t.t, 
't.

indicates that the pattern around S = 0o and up to $ = tsOo ::'.:'::::.':,,'

. can be reasonably predicted. from the geometrical optics "¡,;;,,';:,',,.';,,,

term. Beyond. 5Oo the contribution of edge rays becomes

) significant. A similar comparison is given in Fig. 5.3 for

the dielectric-loaded case (t = 0.L27x, .,. = 2.59, s = 0.41,)

which indicates that edge rays in this case have more

significant effect even at the axis of symmetry (g = 0o).

Thus, from (4.2.I) and (4 .2.2) the geometrical optics

normalized field at Q = Oo is given by

s = .jks + r^ (o) .-jkse

= "jks * 
g-jks + j9"

where

tan p^ =
tl-r") sin 2ô |

2t" (1+r")cos 2ô'

E has a maximum value of 2 if. ìle = 2kS. As an example, if

s (2n+1) À _-,,=v,v/heren=0,L,...|thedie1ectrics1abshou]-d
be chosen such that r - 0'25À . A set of calculations around

!rt
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this value of t for 
", = 2.59 and different strip widths

(2W) was performed. The results indicate that there is an

optimum value of t for each W, e.g. this value 's 0'21À for
{er

!\f = 0.9À and equal to 0'25À for hI = 1.6À, while for
{er

vü - 1.9À the optirnum value of r 's 0'28)' . This conclusiony'er
indicates that the significance of edge ray contribution

along the axis of symmetry is a function of W, and the

inclusion of this contribution is necessary if high accuracy

or optimum choice of T are required.

Figure 5.4 shows a comparison between the load.ed and

unloaded strip and indicates that the pattern is changed. due

to the loading, more significantly within the range Q = t50o.

The forward field. (at Q = 0") is reduced by 3.5 dB and the

back lobe radiation increases due to dielectric loading in
this case. A similar comparison for s = 0.62À is presented

in Fig. 5.5 and indicates an axial gain of L.7 dB and a

deterioration Ín the back lobe radiation for the loaded

strip. The results of Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 ind.icate that the

direction of scattered rays ín each case is altered by the

dielect,ric in a manner which suggests control of the pattern

by means of the dimensions Vt, s, e, and T.

The theoretical results for the strip are compared

with a set of experirnental data in section 4.3. The accuracy

of the measurement is limited mainly by the contribution from

those edges of the strip which are normal to the dipole axis,
as well as reflections from the walls of the chamber. These
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two contributions are significant for low received signals,

particularly for angles (g) beyond I4Oo. Generally a good

agreement between the theoretical and experimental data is

found for all cases considered, as shown in Figs. 4"4 and

4.5, for both unload.ed and loaded strips, respectively. It

should be noted that the deviation in both cases is of the

same order, which gives further confidence in our results

for the loaded strip



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSTONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESBARCH

6.1 Conclusions

applicability of the geometrical theory of diffraction to
a,

' specific d.if fracting and scat.tering geometries. With this '

aim, the diffraction of waves by a perfectly conducting

$/ed.ge with and without a thin dÍelectric loading, whose

, Telative dielectric consLant is not muctr larger than unityt

i. is treated in integral form. Appropriate diffraction

coefficients are obtained, using tlre sad.dle point technique,

in terms of Fresnel's integral. Since the basic integrals

are conmon to the loaded and unloaded wedges, and. since Èhe

results for the unloaded wedge are in excellent agreement 
i.,

with the exact solut,ion, it is concluded tb.at the integration

procedure is sufficiently accurate and may be employed with

confidence Ín sj:nilar problems. Furth-ermoie, th-e asymptotic

diffraction theoryr âs developed here, is adequate for

evaluating the field along shadow boundaries and for i,,,

calculating near field edge-ed.ge interactions.

Ray theory is employed to predict the radÍation

pattern of a dipole-fed strip loaded with- a uniform dielectric

slab. Good agree¡nent between pred.icted and experimental

94
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results is obtained over tbe range Q = 0o to Q = 1400

Beyond 0 = 140o experimental results become unreliable due

to the increasing significance of reflections from the walls

of the chamber and contributions from strip edges which are 
,,.,,.,,,

normal to the dipole axis. The results demonstrate that "::

dielectric loading has significant effects on the radiation
pattern even for the small thickness considered (1 = 0.I27^,

s- = 2.5g). As an example, the field intensiÈy aloirg the ','..,"r
axis of symmetry of the strip can increase by 1.7 dB ,.,_,,,,

(for s = 0.62À) or decrease by 3.5 dB (for s = 0.4À) d.ue to

dielectric load.ing. The importance of edge ray contributions,

even along the axis of symmetry of the strip, is also

demonstrated by considering the optimum thickness of the

slab for given strip width, location of the source and

relative permittivity. Thus, for = = à, !{ = 0.9À, ,r = 2.5g

the optimum thickness is found to be ', = PÀ instead. of
0.25À r

as obtained by considering only the geometrical optics
'-r 

r...r::contribution. For this opt,imum thickness an increase of .,,;,,.,,

the axial f ield of 4.1 dB is obtained. In general, the ,,

radiation pattern depends on the electrical and geometrical 
;:r:"'

parameters of the d.ielectric loading.
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6.2 Suggrestions _for Future Research
.'

The solutions of the two canonieal problems treated

in tl¡ís thesis have many other applications in structures

witb the same local characteristics as employed in the

,," canonical problems' e.g. diffraction by double wedges, slits t :,':.

strips, parallel-plate waveguides, corner reflectors and

horn antennas. Such solutions can no¡lrT take into account
..'...mu1tip1erefjLectionsatthesurfacesaswe11asedge-edge

it..

:

' ínteractions with better accuracyt 
- -!--r- r-rr- r"""''

The results for the dielectric-loaded strip indicate
the d.ependence of the radiation pattern on the thickness as

wel-l as the dielectric constant of the loading. These

parameters can be optimized in favor of certain radiation

characteristics - The use of r'.u1tip1e Cielectric slabs wi-ll

widen the scope of the choice and may prove advantageous for

certain aPPlícations.

Though our results for the dielectric-loaded strip
,:. are in good agreement v¡ith experiment, more accurate results ::',r::
'_: . 

t,, 
.. .',

may be expected if a more accurate solution for the problem 
.1.: of diffraction by a diel.ectric-Ioaded wedge is'available. ' '

Such a solution may increase the range of applicability of

the ray method to greater dielectric thicknesses and higher
: .... t 

',,1 permittivities. A knowledge of the appropriate edge ,.,.',.,

condition ís essential for a rigorous approach to the

solution. A method which appears somewhat promising for the

case of dielectríc-loaded half-plane is the lrliener-Hopf
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technique which was applied by Jones [105] to solve for the

case of a thick conducting half-plane.
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APPENDIX A

TNTEGRAL EXPRESSTONS FOR ru(a)Kv(b)

The product ru(a)Kv(b) can have different integral

representations. One such representation is given by

[106, vol. 2 , p. 53]

- (x + "'ï2',e ru tflIu (a) xu (b)

ru(z) = ifu --'{*-l Tt

dx
x

(A.1)1n@
=-l 2i

Using the integral form of Lr(z) [107' p. 181] ' i.e.

1
*fjr -utdt, largzl<l (A.2'

"zcosh 
w

where the contour of integration joins the points ¡--jn)
(-jr), (+jn) and (-+jn) by straight linesr w€ obtain

ru (a) Kv (b) I=-4t¡j !-
0

- (x * "'ä*')
e -*j n

!
--j î

*bco=h
atx

f¡¡ - V\^t

dw dx

(A.3)
x

InterchangS-ng the order of integrations and utilizing

the integral form of MacDona1d's function [106r p. 821, i.e.

1'@
=-t 2'o

d2-(x + f;)9-ç- ax
x

xu (z)
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Ít may be shown that (4.3) reduces to '.

ru(a)xu(b) = # --ri" 
.-* xo{ (a2+b2-2abcosh *) t} dw (a,.4)

Substituting w = Ç - jm al.ong the line C, joining (--jn).and
(-jn), and letting w = Ç + jn along C, which joins (j?r) and

(-+j n) we obtain

{ Í + r }{e-vw KuI (a 2+b2-zabcosh w)tl } aw
cr cz

= # f {e-v(ç+jr) - "lv(ç-jÎ) }ro [ (a2+b2+2abcosh cl t] dç

- - sin-vn 
d* .-u, *o [ (a2+bz+2abcosh el4l dç

I L,etting w = -jç along C. joining the points (-j*), and (0)

and letLing w = je along Co which joins the points (0) and

(j*), we obtain

{ / + ! } {"-vw Ko[(a2+b2-zabcosh *)k]] aw
ca c'+

= J rn {"-jv6 + .jv6} Ko [ (a2+b2-2abcos Çl'r] dç
2n 'o .- J -ì0 L rs

= I ¡n cos v6 Ko [ (a2+b2-2abcos el\l dçîi

Now, the product in (4.1) takes the form

(A.5)
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îïrv(a)Kv(b) = .f 
r cos vç Ko{ (a2+b2-2abcos Ð4} dç

(A.6)

sin vn d- "-u' *o { (a2+b2+2abcosh E) b} de

This equation was derived by Oberhettinger t67J using

a different procedure.



r - d- *ju (yr) f,iffi uu

Replacing *jU(Vr) by the integral [89, p. 376]

K--. (Yr) = I* "-Yrcosh 
* 

"o= ux dxlU-' o

i and interchanging the order of integration we get

T =.f- "-Yrcosh 
x /- "*tl 19, "o" ux du dx (8.2)

o 'o sinh uo F'-

The integration over p can be evaluated [91, p. 504] to be

.nB
16 sinh uß r,. lt srn;
{ ffi to" ux du = ù ffi, -or($(ct'

o¿ ct

and hence I may be written in the form

APPENDTX B

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.2.14)

In order to derive (3.2.L4) \ire let

(8. 1)
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